
Schedule RC-M - Memoranda
Dollar amounts in thousands

1.
1. Extensions of credit by the reporting bank to its executive officers, directors, principal
shareholders, and their related interests as of the report date:

1.a.
1,090RCFD6164a. Aggregate amount of all extensions of credit to all executive officers, directors, principal

shareholders, and their related interests..........................................................................

1.b.

1RCFD6165

b. Number of executive officers, directors, and principal shareholders to whom the amount
of all extensions of credit by the reporting bank (including extensions of credit to related
interests) equals or exceeds the lesser of $500,000 or 5 percent of total capital as defined
for this purpose in agency regulations..............................................................................

2.2. Intangible assets other than goodwill:
2.a.15,183,267RCFD3164a. Mortgage servicing assets............................................................................................
2.a.1.15,150,086RCFDA5901. Estimated fair value of mortgage servicing assets..................................................
2.b.0RCFDB026b. Purchased credit card relationships and nonmortgage servicing assets......................
2.c.1,349,719RCFD5507c. All other identifiable intangible assets...........................................................................
2.d.16,532,986RCFD0426d. Total..............................................................................................................................
3.3. Other real estate owned:
3.a.315,717RCON5508a. Construction, land development, and other land in domestic offices............................
3.b.47RCON5509b. Farmland in domestic offices........................................................................................
3.c.1,064,495RCON5510c. 1-4 family residential properties in domestic offices.....................................................
3.d.126,192RCON5511d. Multifamily (5 or more) residential properties in domestic offices.................................
3.e.222,226RCON5512e. Nonfarm nonresidential properties in domestic offices.................................................
3.f.1,396,668RCONC979f. Foreclosed properties from "GNMA loans"....................................................................
3.g.0RCFN5513g. In foreign offices............................................................................................................
3.h.3,125,345RCFD2150h. Total (sum of items 3.a through 3.g) (must equal Schedule RC, item 7).......................
4.4. Not applicable
5.5. Other borrowed money:
5.a.a. Federal Home Loan Bank advances:
5.a.1.1. Advances with a remaining maturity or next repricing date of:
5.a.1.a.14,433,000RCFDF055a. One year or less................................................................................................
5.a.1.b.11,144,000RCFDF056b. Over one year through three years....................................................................
5.a.1.c.1,762,000RCFDF057c. Over three years through five years...................................................................
5.a.1.d.14,000RCFDF058d. Over five years...................................................................................................

5.a.2.
14,183,000RCFD26512. Advances with a remaining maturity of one year or less (included in item 5.a.(1)(a)

above).........................................................................................................................
5.a.3.0RCFDF0593. Structured advances (included in items 5.a.(1)(a) - (d) above)...............................
5.b.b. Other borrowings:
5.b.1.1. Other borrowings with a remaining maturity of next repricing date of:
5.b.1.a.38,230,225RCFDF060a. One year or less................................................................................................
5.b.1.b.3,576,000RCFDF061b. Over one year through three years....................................................................
5.b.1.c.1,070,000RCFDF062c. Over three years through five years...................................................................
5.b.1.d.1,758,000RCFDF063d. Over five years...................................................................................................

5.b.2.
28,757,000RCFDB5712. Other borrowings with a remaining maturity of one year or less (included in item

5.b.(1)(a) above).........................................................................................................
5.c.71,987,225RCFD3190c. Total...............................................................................................................................
6.YesRCFDB5696. Does the reporting bank sell private label or third party mutual funds and annuities?.......
7.61,356,316RCFDB5707. Assets under the reporting bank's management in proprietary mutual funds and annuities.

8.
Click here for
valueTEXT40878. Primary Internet Web site address of bank (home page), if any........................................

9.
YesRCFD40889. Do any of the bank's Internet Web sites have transactional capability, i.e., allow the bank's

customers to execute transactions on their accounts through the Web site?.........................
10.10. Secured liabilities:
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Dollar amounts in thousands

10.a.
0RCONF064a. Amount of "Federal funds purchased in domestic offices" that are secured (included

in Schedule RC, item 14.a)...............................................................................................

10.b.
16,474,000RCFDF065b. Amount of "Other borrowings" that are secured (included in Schedule RC-M, items

5.b.(1)(a) - (d))..................................................................................................................

11.
YesRCONG46311. Does the bank act as trustee or custodian for Individual Retirement Accounts, Health

Savings Accounts, and other similar accounts?.....................................................................

12.
YesRCONG46412. Does the bank provide custody, safekeeping, or other services involving the acceptance

of orders for the sale or purchase of securities?....................................................................
13.13. Assets covered by loss-sharing agreements with the FDIC:
13.a.0RCFDJ452a. Loans and leases (included in Schedule RC, items 4.a and 4.b).................................
13.b.0RCFDJ453b. Other real estate owned (included in Schedule RC, item 7).........................................
13.c.0RCFDJ461c. Debt securities (included in Schedule RC, items 2.a and 2.b)......................................
13.d.0RCFDJ462d. Other assets.................................................................................................................

(TEXT4087) www.bankofamerica.com

Schedule RC-N - Past Due and Nonaccrual Loans Leases and Other Assets
(Column C)
Nonaccrual

(Column B) Past
due 90 days or
more and still

accruing

(Column A) Past
due 30 through
89 days and still

accruingDollar amounts in thousands

1. Loans secured by real estate: 1.

a. Construction, land development, and other land loans in domestic
offices: 1.a.

RCONF176RCONF174RCONF172
1. 1-4 family residential construction loans................................ 1.a.1.1,026,381030,486

RCONF177RCONF175RCONF1732. Other construction loans and all land development and other
land loans.................................................................................. 1.a.2.3,372,18617,660130,535

RCON3495RCON3494RCON3493
b. Secured by farmland in domestic offices..................................... 1.b.66,59605,269

c. Secured by 1-4 family residential properties in domestic offices: 1.c.
RCON5400RCON5399RCON53981. Revolving, open-end loans secured by 1-4 family residential

properties and extended under lines of credit........................... 1.c.1.1,905,423352,9541,737,818

2. Closed-end loans secured by 1-4 family residential properties: 1.c.2.
RCONC229RCONC237RCONC236

a. Secured by first liens........................................................ 1.c.2.a.15,196,95726,442,0598,114,481
RCONC230RCONC239RCONC238

b. Secured by junior liens..................................................... 1.c.2.b.604,941483,061671,828
RCON3501RCON3500RCON3499d. Secured by multifamily (5 or more) residential properties in

domestic offices.............................................................................. 1.d.186,2634,35227,306

e. Secured by nonfarm nonresidential properties in domestic offices: 1.e.
RCONF182RCONF180RCONF1781. Loans secured by owner-occupied nonfarm nonresidential

properties.................................................................................. 1.e.1.720,98513,14675,942
RCONF183RCONF181RCONF179

2. Loans secured by other nonfarm nonresidential properties... 1.e.2.2,129,60439,941243,938
RCFNB574RCFNB573RCFNB572

f. In foreign offices........................................................................... 1.f.000
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(Column C)
Nonaccrual

(Column B) Past
due 90 days or
more and still

accruing

(Column A) Past
due 30 through
89 days and still

accruingDollar amounts in thousands

2. Loans to depository institutions and acceptances of other banks: 2.
RCFD5379RCFD5378RCFD5377

a. To U.S. banks and other U.S. depository institutions................... 2.a.4,2300346
RCFD5382RCFD5381RCFD5380

b. To foreign banks.......................................................................... 2.b.000
RCFD1583RCFD1597RCFD1594

3. Loans to finance agricultural production and other loans to farmers. 3.44,0452,95014,266

4. Commercial and industrial loans: 4.
RCFD1253RCFD1252RCFD1251

a. To U.S. addressees (domicile)..................................................... 4.a.2,092,208175,689386,774
RCFD1256RCFD1255RCFD1254

b. To non-U.S. addressees (domicile).............................................. 4.b.175,61411,13621,239
5. Loans to individuals for household, family, and other personal
expenditures: 5.

RCFDB577RCFDB576RCFDB575
a. Credit cards................................................................................. 5.a.000

RCFDB580RCFDB579RCFDB578b. Other (includes single payment, installment, all student loans,
and revolving credit plans other than credit cards).......................... 5.b.90,137423,8001,060,951

RCFD5391RCFD5390RCFD5389
6. Loans to foreign governments and official institutions...................... 6.000

RCFD5461RCFD5460RCFD5459
7. All other loans................................................................................... 7.39,82619,82588,666

8. Lease financing receivables: 8.
RCFDF168RCFDF167RCFDF166a. Leases to individuals for household, family, and other personal

expenditures.................................................................................... 8.a.000
RCFDF171RCFDF170RCFDF169

b. All other leases............................................................................ 8.b.116,78618,31399,661
RCFD3507RCFD3506RCFD35059. Debt securities and other assets (exclude other real estate owned

and other repossessed assets)............................................................. 9.61,3113,46211,991
RCFD5614RCFD5613RCFD561210. Loans and leases reported in items 1 through 8 above which are

wholly or partially guaranteed by the U.S. Government (including loans
and leases covered by FDIC loss-sharing agreements)....................... 10.

553,78417,676,1152,296,994

RCFD5617RCFD5616RCFD5615a. Guaranteed portion of loans and leases included in item 10 above
(exclude rebooked "GNMA loans").................................................. 10.a.132,369430,030531,343

RCFDC868RCFDC867RCFDC866b. Rebooked "GNMA loans" that have been repurchased or are
eligible for repurchase included in item 10 above........................... 10.b.302,76417,239,7851,720,159

1. Restructured loans and leases included in Schedule RC-N, items 1
through 8, above (and not reported in Schedule RC-C, Part I,
Memorandum item 1): M.1.

RCONF663RCONF662RCONF661a. Loans secured by 1-4 family residential properties in domestic
offices.............................................................................................. M.1.a.3,692,386890,910974,628

RCFD1661RCFD1659RCFD1658b. Other loans and all leases (exclude loans to individuals for
household, family, and other personal expenditures)...................... M.1.b.804,4400294

RCFD6560RCFD6559RCFD65582. Loans to finance commercial real estate, construction, and land
development activities (not secured by real estate) included in Schedule
RC-N, items 4 and 7, above.................................................................. M.2.

146,283026,683
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